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Daily Objective 

● Apply knowledge of/review Dramatic Structure 
● Analyze the importance of the piece of literature by creating an Introduction 

 
Bell Ringer/Let’s Get Started: Take your pick & summarize! 
Out of the three pieces you found yesterday, pick one you think is best for Storytelling. Why do 
you like this one the most? 
 
Lesson/Activity: Dramatic Structure 
Map out this process from what you know about the story based on internet summary, articles, 
and book previews.  

● Note: Keep in mind, some aspects of your dramatic structure may be left blank if you 
don’t know how the story resolves, for example. 

 
Practice: Analysis & Introduction 
Put persuasion to work by answering the following questions: Why is it a good choice for this 
event? What can we learn from this story that is meaningful at this time? What is happening in 
our world right now that your audience would need to hear this story? 
Additional tip: Think Introduction! If you were to write an introduction for this piece, what would 
look like? 
 
Additional Resources:  

● Click here for a review of dramatic structure 
● Click here to test your knowledge of dramatic structure 
● See example on next page of Dramatic Structure & Introduction  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SvFB6XVbSAY
https://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/story.php?title=plot-structure_1


 

Duo Example: 
 
Ledford, Paul. “Who Clogged Our Toilet?” Independently Published, 2019. 

 

1. Dramatic Structure 

Exposition: We meet Luka, a young girl 

Inciting Action: The toilet is clogged 

Rising Action: Dad must figure out who the clogger is! 

2. Analysis & Introduction 

In a world where “fake news” is thrown around so often, we’re left to constantly fact 

check and find the truth through our own means. When the “truth” isn’t easily found, we 

investigate and make assumptions. As kids, we are taught to always tell the truth. Luka 

learns the valuable lesson of why it’s important to tell the truth, and lessons that can 

come from it. In “Who Clogged The Toilet?” not only do we learn why we must always 

come clean, but how the environment is important and how to take care of it. This 

multifaceted children’s book is great for children and adults. 


